SOCIOPEDIA.ISA®
The state of the art in sociology

CALL FOR PAPERS

Sociopedia.ISA® is an online database with entries that are ‘state-of-the-art’ reviews of areas in the social sciences. Sociopedia.ISA® is a new concept of knowledge dissemination. It combines the best of two worlds: the opportunities the Internet offers and the scientific quality guaranteed by solid and imaginative editing. While experienced editors make sure that the highest possible quality is offered, the Internet makes it possible to always provide the most recent state of the art. Entries are updated on a regular base; moreover each entry has a discussion section annexed to it.

The editorial team of Sociopedia.ISA® consists of the four founding editors, Izabela Barlinska, Bert Klandermans, Kenji Kosaka, and Michel Wieviorka and three associate editors, Devorah Kalekin-Fisher, Arturo Rodriguez Morato, and Elisa Reis.

Sociopedia.ISA® is a joint venture of the International Sociological Association and Sage Publications.

The editors invite submissions to be assessed for inclusion in Sociopedia.ISA®.

A typical Sociopedia-article is of approx. 7,000 words. It will include: 1. a description of what the article is about; 2. theoretical approaches; 3. review of empirical evidence accumulated, so far; 4. assessment of where we stand and where we are heading; 5. future direction theorizing and research should/might take; 6. annotated references and suggested reading; 7. references; 8. approx. ten key-words.

Articles will be in English. Each article will have a Spanish and French abstract. If authors make a Spanish or French version of the article available, the translation will be posted as well.